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WHEN DOES ca(2Z, X) CONTAIN A COPY OF /^ OR c0 ?

LECH DREWNOWSKI

(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. Fora cr-algebra S and a Banach space X , ca(L,X) is the Banach

space of all vector measures from I to X . If I admits a nonzero atomless

finite positive measure, then ca(L, X) D l^ (or c0) if and only if there is a

noncompact bounded linear operator from l2 to X (Theorem 1). Otherwise,

ca(L,  X)ol00  (or cQ) if and only if X D /^  (or c0)  (Theorem 2).

Let X be a cr-algebra on a nonempty set S, and * be a Banach space.

Then ca(X, X) denotes the Banach space of all countably additive vector mea-

sures p: X —► * under the sup-norm \\p\\ = sup£eZ ||//(7s)||. (This norm is of

course equivalent with the more commonly used semivariation norm.) If Z

is a Banach space, we write Z D l^ (or cQ) to indicate that Z contains an

isomorphic copy of /^ (or cQ).

The purpose of this paper is to give a complete answer, in terms of X and

*, to the question stated in the title. In [5, Corollary 4] it has been recently

shown that the subspace ccaÇL, X) of ca(L, X), consisting of measures with

relatively norm compact ranges, contains an isomorph of /^ if and only if

X D l^ . Somewhat surprisingly, it is in general not true that caÇL, X) D l^

implies X d l^ (the converse is always valid trivially). Here are our main

results.

Theorem 1. Suppose the a-algebra X admits a nonzero atomless finite positive

measure. Then the following are equivalent.

(a) ca(l,X)Dloc.

(h)  There exists a noncompact bounded linear operator from l2 to X.

(c) ca(L, X) dc0.

Theorem 2. Suppose every nonzero finite positive measure on X is purely atomic.

Then:

(A) ca(2Z,X)Dloc*XDloo.

(B) ca(l,X) dc0<* X dc0.
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Of course, the assumptions on X in these two theorems are mutually ex-

clusive. Two standard examples of such distinct type Xs are of course X =

3f([0, 1]), the Borel cr-algebra on [0, 1], and X = 3(N), the power set of

N = {1,2,...}.

As an illustration to Theorem 1, let's take 33 = 32([0, 1]) for X. Then

ca(AA$, c0) and ca(3§, I ) for 2 < p < oo all contain isomorphic copies of

/^. On the other hand, using both Theorems 1 and 2 together with the fact

that every operator l2 —► lp(\ < p < 2) is compact [7, Proposition 2.C.3], we

see that for any cr-algebra X, ca(X, L) lb l^ if 1 < p < 2. (For p = 1

this also follows from the result about cca(L, X) mentioned above because

oz(X, /,) = ccaÇL, /,) by the Schur property of /, .)

Condition (b) in Theorem 1 has an equivalent reformulation:

(b')  There exists a sequence (xn) G lw(X) that is not norm null.

(Clearly, if such a sequence exists, then it can be chosen so that \\xn\\ = 1 for all
J 1

n .) Here, lw(X) = lweak(X) (see [2, Chapter VI]) is the space of all sequences

(xn) in X for which

oo

E x*(x«: < oo ,        \fx* G X*

K=l

The following, easily verified result can be found in [1, Proposition B]. Here

and in what follows we denote by (en) the sequence of standard unit vectors

in /    and other sequence spaces.
oo

Lemma 1. Let (xn) be a sequence in X. Then the following are equivalent.

(a) (X„)G12JX).

(ß)   Theseries YlT=\ anxn converges (unconditionally) in X for all (an) G l2.

(y)   There exists a bounded linear operator T: l2 -* X such that Ten = xn

for all n.   (Of course, such a T must be given by the formula  Ta =

2ZZ\anxn f°ral1 a = (an)Gl2.)

Let's now verify that conditions (b) and (b') are indeed equivalent.

(b) => (b1): Let T: l2 -* X be a noncompact operator. Then, as easily seen,

there exists a sequence (un) in I-, such that ||«B|| = 1, un —► 0 weakly, and

||r«J| > e > 0 for all n. By passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may

also assume that (un) is in l2,(X) (see [1; Proposition D]), and then it is clear

that (xn) = (Tun) is as required in (b').

(b') => (b): Let (xn) be a member of l],(X) with ||xj| = 1 for all n.

Then the operator T: l2 —» X defined as in Lemma 1(c) above is obviously

noncompact.

The proof of Theorems 1 and 2 will be based on the following three lemmas.

We refer the reader to [2], [3], and [6] for the fundamental results on scalar
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and vector measures (such as the Orlicz-Pettis theorem, the Vitali-Hahn-Saks

theorem, etc.) of which we make free use below. The lemma below, and its

proof, were inspired by [1, Theorem 5].

Lemma 2. Let (pn) be a sequence in ca(X, X) such that the series

CO

n=l

converges unconditionally in X for all £sl. Then

(fi(An))el2w(X)

for every sequence (An) in X.

Proof. Let x* G X* . Then, for each E G X, the series

oo

n=\

converges unconditionally. Hence, by the weak convergence criterion in ca(L),

the series J2^L\ x* f-n ^s weakly subseries convergent in cû(X) . By the Orlicz-

Pettis theorem, it is norm unconditionally convergent in ca(L). Now, by a

theorem about unconditionally convergent series in L,(0, 1), due to Orlicz

(see [2, p. 108]), which extends easily to ca(X), it follows that

^||xVj2<oo.II* fij2
fl=l

Finally, if (An) is any sequence in X, then \x*pn(An)\ < \\x*pn\\ for all n , and

so
|2

ek^j < oo.    D

n=i

The next result is an analog for vector measures of the Phillips lemma (see

[2, p. 83]).

Lemma 3. Let (pn) be a sequence in ca(AA5('N), X) such that

pn(E)-*0,        V£cN.

Then

IkJI-o-
Proof. If not, then we may assume that for some e > 0,

\\pn\\ > l+e,       V/ieN.

Since \\px\\ > 1 , there is Ax c N for which H/i^/i,)!! > 1 . Since

\\px(Axn{m, m + I, ...})\\ ^ 0        as m ^ oo,

there exists m, such that if Bx = A, n {1, ... , m,}, then

IIM*,)||>i.
Let «, = 1 .
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In the second step, since 3>({\, ... , mj) is finite and pn —► 0 setwise,

we find n2 > nx such that \\pn (E)\\ < e for all E c {1, ... , m,}. Since

\\pn || > 1 -t- e, there is A2 c N such that \\pn (A2)\\ > 1 + e. Then

\\pn(\A2\\{mx + \, mx+2,...})\\ > 1,

and we can find m2> mx so that if B2 — A2n {m, + 1, ... , m2}, then

¿V (*2) > 1.

Continuing in this fashion, we find nx < n2 < ■ ■ ■  and a sequence (Bk) of

(finite) disjoint subsets of N such that

*\(*Jt)|>l.        v^>

thus contradicting Nikodym's uniform countable additivity theorem.    D

Remark 1. Here we indicate an alternative proof of the above lemma: Let v he

the positive measure on ^(N) defined by v(A) = ~Lk€A2~ , and let d he the

associated Fréchet-Nikodym metric on 3°(N): d(A, B) = v((A\B)U(B\ A)).

Then (^(N), d) is a compact metric space, homeomorphic to {0, 1} . Let

(pn) be as in the lemma. By the Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem, the sequence (pn)

is equi-f-absolutely continuous, i.e., equicontinuous on (3s (\S), d). Hence, as

pn —► 0 pointwise, it follows that /jn-»0 uniformly on 3ÇN).

Lemma 4. (a) If ca(L, X) D l^ while X ~fi l^, or if ca(L, X) D cQ while

X 3> c0, then there is a sequence (pn) in ca(L, X) such that infn \\pn\\ > 0 and

(*) the series £)*, P„(E) converges unconditionally in X for all £eï.

(ß)   Conversely, if a sequence (pn) satisfying (*) and such that \\pn\\ -** 0

exists in caÇL, X), then ca(L, X) d l^.

Proof, (a) Let J be an isomorphic embedding of l^ (resp., c0) into ca(L, X)

and denote pn = Jen(n G N). Clearly, infn ||/zw|| > 0.

Case 1.  ca(X, X) D /^ , but X ~fi l^ . Since X # /^ , using a result due to

Rosenthal (see [8] or [3, p. 149]) we see that for each E in X the operator

7£:/o0-+Z;a-+(/fl)(£:)

is weakly compact. Hence, as is well known (see [3, p. 148] or [5, Lemma 1]),

it follows that the series J2™=x JEen = J2™=x P„(E) converges unconditionally.

Case 2. caÇL, X) D c0 but X J> cQ . Since (en) is a Schauder basis for c0 ,

Ja — YlT=\ anfin (norm convergence) for all a = (an) in c0 . Let E g X. Then

the series J2™=x anpn(E) converges in X for all zero sequences (an) ; that is,

the series Y^=\ fJ-n(^) 's weakly unconditionally Cauchy [2, p. 44]. Now, as

X 3> c0, we can appeal to a result of Bessaga and Pelczynski (see [2, p. 45] or

[3, p. 22]) and get (*).
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(ß) For every a = (an) G ¡^ and E g X, let

oo

(Ta)(E) = J2anpn(E);
n=\

the series on the right converges by the bounded multiplier property of uncon-

ditionally convergent series. Moreover, by the Nikodym countable additivity

theorem, the set function (Ta)(-) thus defined is in ca(Z, X). Finally, an easy

application of the Banach-Steinhaus or closed graph theorem shows that the

linear operator T: I —► ca(l., X) thus obtained is continuous. Now observe

that ||7"^|| = \\pn\\ -*+ 0; hence, by an /^ theorem of Rosenthal (see [8] or

[4]), there exists an infinite subset M of N such that J = T\loo(M) is an

isomorphic embedding; here ¡^(M) — {a G l^ : an = 0 for n ^ M} = /   .   a

Proof of Theorem 1. (a) => (b): This is obvious when X D I , so let us

assume that X ^> /œ . Then we can apply Lemma 4(a) and find a sequence

(pn) satisfying its conclusion. Since infn||¿¿n|| > 0, there is a sequence (An)

in X such that denoting xn — Pn(An) we have infn ||xn|| > 0. On the other

hand, Lemma 2 tells us that (xn) G lw(X). We have thus showed condition (b')

which, as we know, is equivalent to (b).

(b') => (a): (Much of our inspiration here comes from [1], Theorem 3,

and its proof.) By our assumption on X, there exists an atomless probability

measure v on X. Hence we can construct a Rademacherlike sequence (rn) of

real-valued functions on S ; that is, an orthonormal sequence (rn) in L2(v)

such that v(rn = 1) = v(rn = -1) = 1/2 for all n. Choose (xn) G l2w(X) with

||xj| = 1 for all n . For each n define pn G ca(L, X) by

rin(E) = 2jEr„dvxn.

It is easy to calculate that \\pn\\ = 1 .   Moreover, by Parseval's inequality we

have 5Z^i(j£ rn dy) ^ V(E) < °° f°r every E G X and, appealing to Lemma

1, we see that the series ¿~^LX Pn(E) converges unconditionally. From Lemma

4(ß) we now get that caÇL, X) d l^ , i.e., condition (a).

(c) => (a): If X d cQ , then X has trivially property (b) and this, as we have

just seen, implies (a). If X 7$ c0 , then we get (a) by first applying part (a) of

Lemma 4 and next part (/?).

(a) => (c): Trivial.    D

Proof of Theorem 2. Of course, only the implications => are to be shown; we

will prove both of them simultaneously. Suppose X ~J> l^ (resp., X 2$ c0),

and let (pn) be a sequence in ca(L, X) provided by Lemma 4(a). Applying

a theorem due to Bartle, Dunford, and Schwartz (see [3, p. 14]), it is easy to

find a finite positive measure v on X such that pn <c v for all n. By our

assumption about X, v must be purely atomic. Let (Ak) be a partition of S

such that each Ak is an atom of v . Since pn <C v , each Ak is an atom or a
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null set for pn   (n G N). It follows that if we define pn G ca(3(N), X) by

K (B) = f„ HeBAk) .

then the series
oo

n=\

will converge (unconditionally) and hence p„(B) —> 0 for every B in ^(N).

By Lemma 3 we should have \\pn\\ -* 0, but on the other hand, \\pn\\ = \\pn\\ -*+

0 : a contradiction.   G

Remark 2. For a set T and a Banach space X, let /,[r, X] denote the Ba-

nach space of all summable families (x ) cr m %> w*m me norm ll(x¡,)ll =

sup{||X Ax || : A c T}. Suppose a cr-algebra X admits no atomless probability

measure. Then it can be shown that there exists a set T such that, for any Ba-

nach space X, ca(I.,X) is isometrically isomorphic to lx[T,X]. Conversely,

given T, /,[r, X] = ca(L, X), where X is the cr-algebra of all countable-

cocountable subsets of T. Therefore, Theorem 2 can be viewed as a reformu-

lation of the following (certainly well-known) result: lx[Y, X] d l^ (or c0) if

and only if X d l^ (or c0).
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